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Abst ract - -Combin ing  two theorems of Ya.A. Brudnyi-N.Ya. Krugliak and R. Sharpley, we get 
the result that in weak-type interpolation orbit and K-orbit spaces of a point a coincide as sets and 
have equivalent norms. But, from these theorems one only can deduce that the equivalence of the 
norms depends upon a, that is to say at least one of the constants of embedding depends upon a. 
In our paper, we will show, introducing "S-orbits" as a tool, that both constants of embeddings, 
in fact, are independent of a and the spaces involved. This leads us to the fact that in weak-type 
interpolation, also the orbit, K-orbit and S-orbit spaces of a space X coincide. Using a result which 
is analogous to a theorem of N. Aronszajn-E. Gagliardo n strong-type interpolation, amely that 
a space X has the interpolation property if and only if X coincide with its orbit space, we obtain 
characterizations of weak-type interpolation spaces by means of the above orbit spaces. 
Keywords - -Weak- type  interpolation, Orbit, K-orbit, Calder6n couple, Calder6n operator. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND PREL IMINARIES  
The purpose of this paper is to show uniform equivalence between orbit and K-orbit spaces and to 
give character izat ions of interpolat ion spaces in weak-type interpolat ion with respect o a general 
interpolat ion segment a = [(X0, Y0), (X1, Y1)], where all four spaces are arb i t rary  rearrangement-  
invariant Banach function spaces over the measure space (0, c~) with Lebesgue measure m. A 
Banach space X of real valued Lebesgue measurable functions on (0, oc) is said to be a Banach 
function space if 
Igl < Ifl a.e., and f • X, then g • X and Ilglix < l i f l lx ,  (1) 
fn • X, 0 < fn T f a.e., then f • X and IIfnllx T I I / l lx.  (2) 
In our paper,  we also might consider Banaeh function spaces over an arb i t rary  resonant measure 
space (~, #) with a-f inite measure #. Since ((0, oo), m) is such a space, considering Banaeh 
function spaces over ((0, c~),m),  as we do, seems, at the first sight, to be less general. But  in 
view of the Luxemburg representat ion theorem, this is in fact no loss of generality. For more 
detai ls  see [1,2] or [3]. The assumption that  the measure space is resonant with a-f inite measure, 
however, is necessary, since we need it in proving our main results (see Proposit ion 2). 
A Banach function space X over a resonant measure space (~,/z) is called rearrangement-  
invariant if 
I l f l ix = Ilgllx (3) 
for all f • X and g equimeasurable to f .  In our case, where (f~, #) = ((0, oe), m), this is equivalent 
to 
IlYllx = IIf*l lx (4) 
for all f • X,  where f* denotes the nonincreasing rearrangement of f .  For the definition, see [2]. 
The authors would like to thank a referee for valuable suggestions. 
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A lot of properties of the rearrangement are given in [4]. For spaces of this type, we will write, 
in short, X is a r.i. space. By Xo + X1 we denote the sum of two r.i. spaces equipped with the 
norm 
Ilfllxo+xx := inf {llfollxo + Ilflllx~}. (5) 
1=1o+I1  ~x,  
It is well-known that Xo + X1 is a r.i. space with respect o this norm. For any f E X0 + X1, 
the K-functional is given by 
K(f,t;Xo,X1) = f ifnffl (llfollxo + t l l f l l lx,) ,  
fiEXi 
t > o. (6) 
Recall that for fixed t > 0, the K-functional is a norm on X0 + X: with 
K(f* ,  t; Xo, Xl )  : K( f ,  t; Xo, X1), 
rain(l, t)llfllxo+x: <_ K( f ,  t; Xo, X1) _< max(l, t)[[fHXo+X~. 
(7) 
(8) 
For other properties of the K-functional see [3], [5] or [6]. In what follows, we will only consider 
interpolation segments a = [(X0, Y0), (X1, Y1)] with all spaces being r.i. such that 
~x, (0+) = ~y, (0+) = O, i = O, 1, (9) 
where ~x (t) denotes the fundamental function of a r.i. space X, defined by 
 x(t) = IIx(o,,)llx, (10) 
with X(0, t) being the characteristic function of the interval (0, t). Without loss of generality, 
we may assume that ~x is concave (see [7]). Associated with a r.i. space X are the generalized 
Lorentz spaces AX and MX,  defined as 
{ // } AX := f; Ilfllhx := i f (s)  d99x(s) < cc ,
MX := {f ; l l f l lMx :=sup[f**(t)~x(t)] < cc} 
(11) 
(12) 
where 
1/o  f**(t) := ~ i f (s)  ds. (13) 
It is also well-known (see for example [3]) that AX and MX are r.i. spaces with ~hZ = ~MX = ~Z 
and 
AX ~ X ~-~ MX,  (14) 
where both constants of embedding are less than or equal to 1. For an arbitrary segment 
a = [(X0, Y0), (X1, Y1)], we denote by A(a) the class of all admissible operators T, that is to 
say all linear T mapping Xo + X1 into Y0 + Y1 such that 
continuously, i.e., 
T x, : Xi ~ Yi, i = 0, 1 (15) 
T x, [x,,Yd < co, i = 0, 1, (16) 
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with IX, Y] denoting the set of all linear continuous maps T : X , Y. Equipped with the norm 
IITII~ : :  max [IITIItx,,Y,I] 
i=0,1 
(17) 
~4(a) obviously is a normed linear space. In the sequel, we will also use 
AI(~) := {T • A(~); IITII~ ~ 1}. (is) 
With this notation, a pair (X, Y) of r.i. spaces is said to have the (strong-type) interpolation 
property with respect o cr iff X ~-~ X0 + X1, Y ~ !/0 + Y1 and 
T x :X  , Y (19) 
holds for every T c A(cr). In this case, we write (X, Y) c Int(a). Observe that by the closed 
graph theorem the map in (19) is continuous. The particular case X0 = ]I0, X1 = 111 and X = Y 
will be referred to as the "diagonal case" in (strong-type) interpolation. In this case, we write 
X E Int(cr) instead of (X, X) E Int(a). Otherwise, we speak of the "off-diagonal case." 
Our main interest, however, lies in weak-type interpolation, where we consider operators T
which are of weak types with respect o a, that is T maps AX0 + AX1 into the set of all Lebesgue 
measurable functions uch that for some constant c > 0, 
sup [(Tf)*(t)~y,(t)] < c. II/llAx, (20) 
t>0 
holds for all f C AXi (i = 0, 1). Note that (20) is weaker than (15). Associated to a r.i. space X, 
let 
M*X := {g; ['g[IM*X :=sup[(Tf)*(t)~x(t)] < °c} (21) 
This space is not a Banach space under [[. []M-X since []. [[M*X is not subadditive. But M*X is 
a complete quasilinear rearrangement i variant function space satisfying properties (1) and (2), 
and 
MX ~-~ M'X,  (22) 
where the constant of embedding is lower than or equal to 1 since 
f*(t) <_ f**(t), t > 0. (23) 
If X, however, belongs to the class/4, introduced by R. Sharpley in [8], i.e., there exist constants 
a, 5 E (0, 1) and c > 0 such that 
 x(t2) . (t2 a tl < (24) 
~ax(tl--~ <- c \~1] if t2 - 
then we have for all f E X 
f**(t) < c(X). f*(t), t > O, (25) 
where the constant c(X) only depends upon the space X, and such a constant is given by (see [9]) 
c(X) = liEs]lAX ds, (26) 
where the dilation operator Es (s > 0) is defined as 
E~/(t) :=/(s. t), t > O. (27) 
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So, if X belongs to/4, then 
MX ~ M'X ,  (28) 
that means the spaces coincide with equivalent norms. Recall that the Lebesgue spaces 
L p (1 < p < oo) are inL( for a l lp  > 1. More generally, a r.i. space X is in/4 if and only 
if for the upper fundamental index ~z of X, introduced by M. Zippin in [7], there holds ~x < 1, 
or equivalently ahX < 1, where ahZ denotes the upper Boyd index of the space AX (see [10] 
and [11]). 
With these notations, an operator T is of weak types with respect o a if and only if 
[[Tf[[M.y~ < c. [[f[[hZ~ (29) 
holds for all f e AXi (i = 0, 1), that is T C A(P), where ~ = [(AXo, M*Yo), (AXt, M'Y1)]. And 
a pair (X, Y) of r.i. spaces is said to have the weak-type interpolation property with respect o a 
iff (X, Y) e Int(P). Notice that whenever Y0 and Y1 belong both to the class/4 then, in view 
of (28), we have P = [(AX0, MYo), (AX1, MY1)]. As in strong-type interpolation, we speak of 
the "diagonal case" in weak-type interpolation if X0 = Y0, X1 = Y1 and X = Y, and then we 
also write X • Int(P) instead of (X, X) • Int(P). Otherwise, we speak of the "off-diagonal case." 
Observe that the diagonal case in weak-type interpolation is in general an off-diagonal case in 
strong-type interpolation. 
An important role in weak-type interpolation is played by the Calder6n-operator S(a) related 
to the segment a = [(X0, Y0), (X1, Y1)], first introduced by A. P. Calder6n with respect o the 
Lebesgue spaces L p in [12] and generalized by M. Zippin in [7] as 
/o [ Xo(S) S(a)f(t) = f(s)dmin  ~ t) , ~ovl(t) j . (30) 
The importance of this operator lies in the following properties: 
S(a) • A1(-5), moreover I IS(~)l l~ = 1, (31) 
S(e)f* decreases, in particular (S(a)f*)* = S(a)f*, (32) 
(Tf)*(t) <_ 2. HT[[~S(a)f*(t) for all T • A(~), (33) 
(X, Y) • Int(~) ¢===> S(a) • [X, V], (34) 
1 [ ro(t) ) 
K f; AX0, AX1 = s(.)f*(t). (35) 
For the above estimates see [3], [7] and [8]. 
In this paper, we will show that the operator S(a) additionally may be used to character- 
ize the orbit spaces with respect o the segment ~ = [(AXo, M*Yo), (AX1,M*YI)] in a more 
natural way. For this purpose, we introduce the S-orbit space SO(a, or) (see Section 2 for de- 
finitions) and show that this space is equivalent to some suitable orbit (see Theorem 3). This 
method of proof enables us to show (see Theorem 4) that orbits and K-orbits with respect o 
= [(AX0, M*Yo), (AX1, M'Y1)] of a point a • AX0 + AX1 coincide uniformly. That means 
Orb(a, ~) -~ KO(a,-~), (36) 
where the constants of embeddings are independent ofa and the spaces involved. Up to now, one 
only knows, however, by theorems of Sharpley (see [8]) and Brudnyi-Krugliak (see [13] and [14]) 
that (36) holds, where at least one of the constants of embedding depends upon a. As a direct 
consequence of our result, we obtain 
Orb(X,Y) ~- KO(X,-5) -~ SO(X,a) (37) 
for any r.i. space X ¢--* AX0 + AX1. 
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Orbit spaces were first introduced by Aronszajn-Gagliardo in [15], where they stated the re- 
markable fact that X E Int(aD), aD ---- [(X0, X0), (X1, X1)] (diagonal case in strong-type inter- 
polation), if and only if X ~ Orb(X, aiD). 
We will show that in weak-type interpolation we have an analogous result, namely 
X • Int(~-5) ~ X ~ Orb(X, ~-5), (38) 
where a--5 = [(AX0, M*X0),(AX1,M*X1)], and using (37) this leads to characterizations of 
weak-type interpolation spaces by orbits, K-orbits and S-orbits. 
2. ORBIT AND K-ORBIT SPACES 
Let (Xo,X1) and (Yo,Y1) be two pairs of r.i. spaces. Then the orbit space Orb(a,a) and 
the K-orbit space KO(a, a) of a point a • X0 + X1, a # 0, with respect to the segment 
a = [(X0, Y0), (X1, ]I1)] are defined by 
Orb(a,a) := {g • Yo + Y1;g = Ta for some T e A(a)}, (39) 
KO(a,a):={gCYo+Y1;K(g,t ;Yo,Y1)<c.K(a,t ;Xo,X1)(t>O)},  (40) 
with some constant c > 0, and equipped with the norms 
[ ]g i iOrb(a,a)  ~--- inf {]]Tt[o;T • A(~r),Ta = g}, 
K(g, t; ]So, Y1) 
Ngl]go(a,o) = sup 
t>0 K(a, t; Xo, X1) 
(41) 
(42) 
respectively. It is well-known (see [15] and [16]) that these functionals are in fact norms and that 
the spaces above become normed spaces, continuously embedded into Y0 + Y1. Also well-known 
and easy to see is that the embedding 
Orb(a, a) ~-~ KO(a, ~) (43) 
holds, and moreover, 
IigHKo(a,o) <- ]lgiiorb(a,a) (g • Orb(a,a)). (44) 
As Calder6n and Mityagin have shown in [12] and [17], for the segment ao = [(nl, L1), (n~,  Loo)] 
equality holds in (43), i.e., 
Orb(a, a0) = KO(a, co) (45) 
for all a • L1 + L~,  a ¢ 0 (in the sense of equality of sets). In fact, this equality of or- 
bit and K-orbit in case of a = a0 is the cornerstone in the proof of Calder6n's and Mitya- 
gin's theorem that any Banach function space X has the interpolation property with respect o 
a0 = [(L1, L1), (Loo, L~)], i.e., X E Int(a0), if and only if it is K-monotone with respect o a0, 
that is, if and only if K (g, t; L1, Loo) <_ K (f, t; L1, Loo) for all t > 0 implies lid[Ix <- Ilfllx ( f • X ). 
More generally, a pair (X,Y) is called K-monotone with respect o an arbitrary segment 
a = [(Xo, Yo),(X1,YI)] if and only if K(g,t;Yo,Y1) <_ K(f,t;Xo,X1) for all t > 0 implies 
IlgllY <- ]]fllx(f • X), and (Xo,X1) and (Yo,Y1) are called "Calder6n couples" whenever a pair 
(X,Y) is in Int(a) if and only if it is K-monotone with respect o a. Instead of saying (X0,X1) 
and (Y0, Y1) are Calderhn couples, we will say a is a "Calderhn segment." 
With these concepts, Calderhn's theorem can be established in a much more general form 
(see [13] and [14]). 
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THEOREM 1 (BRUDNYI-KRUGLIAK). Let a = [(X0, Y0), (X1,111)] be the interpolation segment. 
Then g is a Calder6n segment if and only if KO(a,a)  ¢--* Orb(a,g) for all a E Xo + X1. 
REMARK. Note that the constant of embedding here in general depends upon a. 
Calder6n segments play an important role in interpolation theory, since all interpolation 
spaces with respect to such a segment are completely described by the K-method (see [13], 
[14] and [16]). A remarkable xample was given by G. Sparr in [18], where he showed that 
gLD = [(Lpo,Lvo), (Lvl,Lpl)] is a Calder6n segment. More generally, Ovchinnikov has shown 
(see [16]), by using K-divisibility of the K-functional (compare [19]), that this even is true for 
gL = [(Lpo, Lqo), (Lpl, Lql)], whenever P0 _< q0 and Pl _ ql. On the other hand, L. Maligranda 
and V. I. Ovchinnikov have proved in [20] that gz = [(LIALoo, LlnLoo), (nt+Loo, Ll+Loo)] is not a 
Calder6n segment. For more information about Calder6n segments see for example [14]. In regard 
to the weak-type situation, R. Sharpley has shown in [8] that P = [(AX0, M*Yo), (AXt, M'Y1)] 
is in fact a Calder6n segment. Hence, by Theorem 1, we have 
KO(a,-ff) ~ Orb(a,P) (46) 
for all a E AXo + AX1, that is to say, the equality of orbit and K-orbit with respect o any 
weak-type interpolation segment P. We will now give a direct proof of this remarkable fact by 
using a substitute of the orbit space Orb(a, ~), the "S-orbit," which is much better adapted to the 
weak-type situation, since it is constructed by means of the Calder6n operator S(g). Moreover, 
this method enables us to show that the constant of embedding in (46) actually is independent 
of a, that is, on account of (43) and (44), 
KO(a,~)~=Orb(a,~) (47) 
for all a E AXo + AX1 (a # 0), where the constants of embedding both do not depend upon a. 
In the first step of our proof, we consider the case g = g0 and improve the theorem of Calder6n- 
Mityagin by showing that (45) also holds topologically with equal norms. 
PROPOSITION 1 (A. P. CALDERON). Let f, g be two Lebesgue measurable functions on (0, co). 
Then f** > g** if and only if there exists a map T 6 J[l(go), g0 = [(L1, L1), (Loo, Loo)], such 
that g = T f .  
Calder6n has postulated and proved this fact in [12] for an arbitrary measure space with a-finite 
measure. 
COROLLARY 1. For go as above, we have 
Orb(a, go)~-Orb(a*,go) (48) 
for all a E L1 + Loo, and the norms coincide. 
PROOF. Let g 6 Orb(a, go). By definition of the orbit, we have g = Ta for some T 6 .A(g0). 
Since (a*)** = a**, by Proposition 1 there exists a To 6 Al(g0) such that a = Tog*. Hence, 
g = TToa*, and therefore g 6 Orb(a*, g0), since TTo E A(g0). Moreover, 
IITToll~o ~ IITGolIToH~o ~ IITGo, 
establishing 
Hgllorb(a',~o) < IlglIorb(a,~o)" 
The converse inclusion is shown analogously. 
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PROPOSITION 2 (A. P. CALDERON). A Banach function space X (over a resonant measure 
space) has the interpolation property with respect o a0 = [(L1, L1), (Lot, Loo)], i.e., X E Int(a0), 
if and only if X is rearrangement-invariant. I  this case, [[TH[x,x] <_ [[T[[~o for all T E A(ao). 
For proof see [3] or [12]. Notice that this is also true for the space M*X with respect o a 
r.i. space X, although M*X is not a Banach space. It satisfies, however, all properties of a Banach 
function space except he triangle inequality, which is not needed in the proof of Proposition 2. 
COROLLARY 2. For P = [(AX0, M*Yo), (AX1, M*Y1)] we have 
Orb(a, P) ~ Orb(a*, ~) (49) 
for a/1 a E AX0 + AX1, and the norms coincide. 
PROOF. Let g E Orb(a,~). By definition of the orbit, we have g = Ta for some T E A(V). Since 
(a*)** = a**, by Proposition 1 there exists an To E Al(ao) such that a = Ton*. Altogether we 
obtain g = TToa*, where T E A(Y) and To E Al(a0). Since AXi are r.i. spaces, by Proposition 2
it follows To E [AXi, AXi], and therefore TTo E A(P), and so g E Orb(a*,Y). Moreover, 
IITTolI~ _< IITIl~llTolloo -< IITliv, 
establishing 
[[gllorb(~',~) <--LlgllOrb(a,~). 
The converse inclusion is shown analogously. I 
THEOREM 2. For a0 = [(L1, L1), (Loo, no)] we have 
Orb(a, ~0) -~ KO(a, no) (50) 
for all a E L1 + Loo, and the norms coincide. 
PROOF. On account of (44) and (45), we only have to show that 
[]g[[orb(a,oo) <--IlgllKo(~,~o) (51) 
for all g E KO(a, ao). Since (see [5]) 
~o t f * ( s )ds= K(f , t ;L l ,noo) ,  f E Ll + Loo, (52) 
we have 
g**(t) 
IlgiiKo(a,oo) = sup . (53) 
t>0 a**(t) 
We show the existence of an operator T E A(ao) such that Ta = g and IITIl~o <_ IlgliKo(a,~o), 
which implies (51). 
Let g E KO(a, no). Define the operator To on L1 + Lo¢ as 
Toh := IlgllgO(a,~o)h. (54) 
Clearly, To is an admissible operator from L1 ÷ L~ into itself and To E ,4(a0). By the definition 
of To and (53), we obtain 
(Toa)**(t) = sup g**(s____~) . a**(t) > g**(t), (55) 
s>o a**(s) 
and therefore, by Proposition 1, we have the existence of an operator T1 E Al(a0) such that 
TI(Toa) = g and, by the definition of To, we obtain T E A(ao) for T := TITo and 
IITIl~,o <-IlgllKo(~,.o)" lITtll,.o < IlgllKo(o,~,o), (56) 
which implies (51). | 
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3.  S -ORBIT  SPACES 
To prove our main theorem, we now introduce the "S-orbit" spaces. In what follows, we will 
use, as above, the notations 
a0 = [(L1,L1), (Loo,Loo)], 
o = [(z0, Y0), (x1, Y1)], .~  = [(z0, x0) ,  (x l ,  x l ) ] ,  
P = [(hXo, M*Yo), (hXl,  M'Y1)], a--~ = [(aXo, M*Xo), (AX1, M*X1)]. 
DEFINITION 1. Let Ast be the set of a11 Lebesgue measurable functions on (0, oo). 
S-orb i t  space SO(a,a) of a point a E AXo + AX1, a ~ O, with respect o a is defined by 
{ /o' /o } SO(a,a):= gEgct; g*(s)ds<_c. S(a)a*(s )ds fora l l t>O (57) 
with some constant c > O, and equipped with the norm 
f°g*(s) ds (58) Ilgllso(a,~) := sup 
~>0 fo S(~)a*(s) d, 
Obviously, SO(a, a) is a linear space and the above functional really is a norm upon this space, 
and SO(a, a) becomes a r.i. space under this norm. On account of (52), the S-orbit space is in 
fact a K-orbit, namely 
SO(a, a) ~- KO (S(a)a*, or0), (59) 
with equal norms. Nevertheless, we call it S-orbit in order to point out that here the main role 
is played by the Calder6n operator S(a) and its properties, and not by the K-functional. 
THEOREM 3. For a11 a E AX0 + AX1, a ~ 0 we have 
Then the 
SO(a ,a )  ~ * - = Orb(a  , or), (60) 
more precisely, 
[Igllorb(a-,v) < Ilgllso(o,~) -< 2. IIgllorb(o-,v). (61) 
PROOF. We first show that 
SO(a, a) C Orb(a*,~). (62) 
Let g E SO(a,a). By (59) and (50), this is equivalent to g E Orb(S(a)a*,ao). By definition, 
this implies the existence of an operator To E A(ao) such that To(S(a)a*) = g. Since M*Yi are 
r.i. spaces, any operator T E A(a0) by Proposition 2 has the property 
TM.y  C [M*Yi,M*Yi ] with [[TIl[M.V,M.yd <_ iiTilao, i=0 ,1 .  (63) 
Together with the fact that S(a) E .AI(-~), this yields 
TS(~) e A(~) (64) 
for all T E A(ao). In particular, ToS(a) E ~4(~) and ToS(a)a* = g, that is g E Orb(a*,V). This 
establishes (62). 
Now we show that 
Ilgllorb(~.,~) _< Ilgllso(o,~> (65) 
for all g E SO(a, a). By (59), Theorem 2 and by definition, we obtain 
Ilgllso(~,~) = Ilgllo~b(S(~)~*,~o) = inf {IITII~o;T ~ A(~o),TS(a)a* = g}. 
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In (64), we have seen that TS(a)  e A(~) for all T E A(ao). Moreover, by Proposition 2 and (31) 
IITS(o)lt~- _< IlTIl,,o IIS(o)ll~ = IlTIl,,o, 
and therefore, 
[Ig[[sO(a,cQ ~ inf {IITS(a)I]~; T ~ A(a0), TS(a)a* = g}.  
Again by (64) it follows that 
{T E A(ao);TS(a)a* = g} C {T E A(-~);Ta* = g} , 
and this together with (66) yields 
Ilgllso(a,~) ~ inf {llTll~; T E A(~), Ta* = g} = [IgllOrb(~*,~). 
That establishes (65). 
For the converse inclusion, by the definition of the S-orbit it suffices to show that 
Ilgllso(a,~) < 2. Jlgllorb(,.,~). 
(66) 
(67) 
Let g E Orb(a*,ff), that is there exists a T E Jr(if) such that Ta* = g. By (33), we obtain 
/0' /0' /0 g*(s) ds = (Ta*)*(s) ds < 2. IIZ]l~" S(~)a*(s) ds, 
and taking the infimum over all such T we obtain (67). I 
COROLLARY 3. Let a E AX0 + AXt. Then g E Orb(a,ff) ff and only if there exists an operator 
To E ~4(a0) such that ToS(cr)a* = g. Moreover, g E Orbl(a, ff), where OrbZ(a, ff) := {g E 
Orb(a,~); Ilgllorb(o,~) < 1}, i~and only i~g = ToS(~)a* with some To E Al(zo). 
PROOF. By Corollary 2 and Theorem 3, we have Orb(a, ff) = SO(a,a).  On account of (52), 
g E SO(a,(z) is equivalent to g** < c. (S(a)a*)** with some constant c > 0, and therefore by 
Proposition 1, g E Orb(a,ff) if and only if g = c. ToS(a)a* for some To E A(ao). This is the first 
part of our corollary. For the second part, notice that in case of g E Orbl(a,~) we may exchange 
A(~0) with ,41 (a0) in the whole proof of Theorem 3. I 
By Theorem 3 and Corollary 2 we now have the result that orbit and S-orbit of all points a 
coincide uniformly in the above described sense. 
COROLLARY 4. For all a E AX0 + AXz (a ~ 0), we have 
Orb(a,~) -~ SO(a,a),  (68) 
more precisely, 
~ l l g l l s o ( ~ , ~ )  < []gllorb(~,~) < IIgNso(,~,,.). 
Now we are able to state our main results concerning weak-type interpolation. 
THEOREM 4. _For all a E AX0 + AXI(a ¢ O) we have 
(69) 
together with 
Orb(a,~) ~ KO(a,-~), 
IlgllKo(-,~) ~ Ilgllorb(,~,~) ~ 2. llg[IKO(a,~)" 
(70) 
PROOF. As remarked in (43) and (44), we have 
(71) 
Orb(a,~) ~-~ KO(a,-~) with IIglIKO(~,~) ~ Ilgllorb(~,~). (72) 
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For the converse direction, let g ¢ KO(a,'~). Since ~y~ is concave, we have (1/2) ~y, (t) < 
~y, (t/2), and together with the property 
(go + gt)* (t) < go gl (73) 
of the rearrangement (see [4]), the definition of the K-orbit and (35), we obtain 
2 inf ~sup(g~(s)~Yo(S)) + ~Y°(t) g*(t) < ~Yo(t---~ 9=~o+gl/,>0 
< 2 ~ ~Y°(t) M* M 'Y , )  
- ~Yo-~ g \~y- -~,  g; Y0, 
2. c ( '~'o(t)  a A ) 
< ~Z~o~K - - ,  ; Xo,AXt - \~y~(t) 
= 2 .c .  s (~)a* ( t )  
sup,>o (g[ ( s ) ~y, (s))} 
(74) 
This shows that g E SO(a,a), and therefore g E Orb(a,~) by Corollary 4. It remains to show 
that for all g E KO(a,-~), 
[]gllorb(~,~) --< 2. IlgllKo(~,~) (75) 
holds. By Corollary 4, it suffices to show 
Ilgllso(~,~) <- 2. IlgllKo(~,~). (76) 
But this follows from (74) since for g E KO(a,~) the constant c in (74) is less than or equal to 
Ilgll~o(~,~). | 
COROLLARY 5. g E Orb(a,~) if and on]y if there exists a constant c > 0 such that g*(t) <_ 
c. S(~)a*(t) for all t > O. 
Compare [7, Proposition 4.5] for a weaker version of this result. 
PROOF. Let g* < c S(~)a*, then g** < c (S(a)a*)** and therefore g C SO(a, a). By Corollary 4, 
this implies g E Orb(a, if). 
For the converse direction, let g E Orb(a, if). By (70) this is equivalent to g c KO(a,-~), and 
by (74) it follows g* <_ 2cS(a)a*. | 
The fact that the spaces Orb(a, P) and KO(a,-~) are equal in a set theoretical sense is due to 
R. Sharpley (see the four lines of proof preceding). By using our spaces SO(a,a), we succeed 
even in showing that these spaces are uniformly equivalent, that means that the norms are 
equivalent in the sense that both constants of embedding are independent of a. In the following 
theorem, we will show using another method of proof than that of Sharpley, but still using the 
S-orbits, that in most cases, i.e., Y0,Y1 E 12, which means that ~ = [(AX0, MYo), (AX1, MY1)], 
the equivalence (70) is not only uniform but that the norms of the spaces are in fact equal. 
THEOREM 5. Let Yo and ]I1 be in the class U, that is ~ = [(AX0, MYo ), (AX1, MYt)]. Then we 
have for all a E AXo + AX1 
Orb(a, ~) ~ KO(a,-~), (77) 
where the norms are indeed equal. 
PROOF. From (72) follows the first inequality, and by (74) together with (22) we obtain 
KO(a,-~) C SO(a, a) = Orb(a, p). Using Corollary 4, it remains to show that 
I lgl lso(~,.) <- I lg l lKo(~,~) (78) 
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for all g E KO(a,-~). Let g E KO(a,-~). Since KO(a,K) is continuously embedded into MYo + 
MY1, there exist elements go E MYo and gl E MY1 such that  g = go + gl, and for g, (i = 0, 1) 
we have 
£ K(g~,t;L1,L~) = g~(s)ds - t 
t t 
<_ ~y-~ sup,>o (g$* (s) ~y,(s ) )  - ~y,--(t) IlgillMY,. 
By the subaddit ivy of the K-functional,  and since a r.i. space is continuously embedded into 
L1 + Loo (see Proposit ion 2), it follows 
fo t g*(s) = K(g, t; L1, Loo) ds 
< inf {~l lgo l lMvo  + t } - .~=~o÷~ ~ I I~ l IM~ 
.qi E l~l Y~ 
t inf {]]gol[MYo +(flY°(t) } < ~oyo(t) .:.o+~, ~ IlgllIMY~ 
giEI~lYi 
_ ~ ~o( t )  . 
WYo(t) K (~( t ) 'g 'MY° 'MY1)  " 
Altogether we obtain, using (32) and (35), 
Ilgllso(~,~) = sup  
t>o f~ S(a)a* (s) ds 
t 
~Yo (t) 
sup 
t>0 t. S(a)a*(t) 
t K (~,g ;MYo,  MYI) 
~Yo( t) 
= sup 
t>o t--L--K[~Yn(t) a 'AX AX1) 
,~o(t/  ~,~--C~' ' o, 
K(r, g; MYo, MY1) 
< sup = IlgllKo<~,~), 
- .>o  K(T, a; hXo,  AX1)  
establishing (78), and our proof is complete, l 
EXAMPLE. Let aL = [(Lpo,Lqo),(Lpl,Lq~)], where 1 < P0 < Pl < ~ and 1 < qo,ql < c~. 
For two functions F and G, we write F ~ G iff there exist two constants co,c1 > 0 such that  
co F < G < cl F .  With  this notation, we have the following est imate of the Calder6n operator 
with respect to the above segment (see [3] or [12]): 
tm ds +t -1 /q l  8 l/p1 f (8 )  s (~L) I ( t )  .~ t - l /q° s 1/'° I ( s )  s , s 
where m = (l/q0 - 1/ql)/(1/po - 1/pl). Using Corollary 5, we obtain for ~-~ = [(ALpo, M*Lqo), 
(ALp,, M*nq,)] 
g e Orb(a,~-T) 
g*( t )  < c .  
if and only if 
tm __ds + t_llql s llpl a*(s) . t -llq° s lIp° a*(s) s 
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A pair (Xo, X1) of Banach spaces X0 and X1 is called a Banach couple iff both spaces are con- 
tinuously embedded into a linear Hausdorff space X. With respect o a Banach couple (Xo, X1), 
we may define the sum X0 + X1 and the K-functional K(f ,  .,Xo,X1) (f  E Xo + X1) as in (5) 
and (6), respectively. 
Now let (X0,X1) and (Yo,Y1) be two Banach couples, and let 
gy(t) .-- K(g,t;Yo,Y1) ax(t) := g(a,t ;Xo,X1) 
t ' t 
Then, since both functions are decreasing (see [3]), gy = g~ and ax = a'x, and by our results 
the inequality 
{ /: ; } gy(t) <_ c .  t - l /q°  S l/p° aX(S) --ds + t_Wq 1 s 1/m ax(s) --ds 
S S 
is equivalent to 
gy E Orb(ax,~T). 
Compare the definition of operators of generalized weak-types a(po, q0; Pl, ql) in [21]. 
A direct consequence of our result is that also the sums of orbit, K-orbit and S-orbit spaces 
axe equivalent. 
DEFINITION 2. Let a = [(Xo, Y0), (X1, ]I1)] be the interpolation segment, and let X be any space, 
continuously embedded into Xo + X1. Then the orbit Orb(X, a) of the space X with respect o a 
is the space of elements g E Yo + Y1 which admit the representation 
oo 
g = E (79) 
j= l  
where the series converges in Yo + Y1 and gj E Orb(at,a ) for some aj E X such that 
oo 
Ilgallo~b(a~,~)" Ilajllx < ~,  (80) 
j= l  
g = Z (82) 
j= l  
where Tj E A(a), aj E X,  and 
' [g'[orb(X'a)--- inf{~"TJ'[a'"ajHx} " j = l  (83) 
For the segment V (weak-type situation) we have, combining (69) and (71), 
I IgllKo(.,~) < IIgllorb(.,~) < IIgllso(.,~) - 2 .  IIgllorb(.,~) < 4 .  IIgllKo(.,~), (84) 
norrned by 
['gHorb(X'a)=inf{~-~IIgJllOrb(a~a)'[lajllX} ' j = l  (81) 
where the infimum is taken over all admissible representations. 
Analogously, we define the K-orbit space K O( X, a) and the S-orbit SO(X, a) of the space X 
with respect o a. 
Notice that, by the definition of the orbit of a point, (79) and (81) are, respectively, equivalent 
to 
oo 
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which directly implies 
Orb(X, ~) ~ go(x , -~)  ~- SO(X,  a) (85) 
for all r.i. spaces X ~-+ AX0 + AX1. 
Aronszajn-Gagliardo have shown in [15] that with respect o a = aD (diagonal case in strong- 
type interpolation) a space X has the (strong-type) interpolation property iff X coincides with 
its orbit, i.e., 
X e Int(aD) ~ X ~= Orb(X, aD). (86) 
In the sequel, we will show that in weak-type interpolation we have an analogous result, even in 
the off-diagonal case. For the proof we need the following facts. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let (X, Y)  E Int(cr). Then there exists a constant c > 0 such that for all 
T E A(a) holds 
IITJltx,rl -< c. HTII~. (87) 
For proof see [3] or [14]. 
PROPOSITION 4. For any r.i. space X ~ Xo + X1, we have 
X ¢-~ Orb(X, aD). (88) 
PROOF. 
Tj E .~l(ffD) and aj E X for all j > 1, and we have 
oo 
f = ~-~Tjaj = T l f  
j= l  
with 
Let f E X. SetT1 =id lxo+xl ,  al = f ,  Tj = 0 (j >_ 2) anda j  =0 (j >_ 2). Then 
[IfIlorb(X,~o) ~ IITlll~o" Ilfllx ~ Ilfllx, 
that establishes (88). 
COROLLARY 6. For any r.i. space X ~-~ AX0 + AX1, we have 
X ~-~ Orb(X, ~"5). (89) 
PROOF. The proof is completely analogous to the proof of Proposition 4. We only have to verify 
that idlhxo+aXl E .A(~--6). But this is true, since by (14) and (22) we have AX0 + AXt ¢--+ 
M*Xo + M'X1 .  | 
Now we are able to give the following characterization f the weak-type interpolation property 
of a couple of r.i. spaces (X, Y) by means of the orbit and the S-orbit space of X. For the fact 
that the left part of assertion (90) implies (92) see the proof of Theorem 3.3.20 of [14]. Notice, 
however, that we cannot use this theorem directly since the authors there work with functors and 
categories. But in weak-type interpolation, we do not have a category because the composition 
of two morphisms, i.e., operators T E A(~), is in general not defined and, therefore, we can also 
not work with functors. So, the proof below is different o that of [14] and gives a new approach 
to this result. The new contributions here are the equivalences of assertions (92) and (91) with 
the right half of (90). 
THEOREM 6. Let X and Y be two r.i. spaces with X ¢--* AX0 + AX1 and Y ¢--* M*Yo + M'Y1 .  
Then 
ix,  Y) e Int(~) ¢=~ Orb(X,~) ~ Y, 
¢=. SO(X, a) ~ E 
¢=~ K O ( X , -ff ) ~-+ Y. 
(90) 
(91) 
(92) 
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PROOF. On account of (85), the equivalences (91) and (92) are direct consequences of (90). We 
have to show that (90) holds. Let (X,Y) • Int(Y)and f • Orb(X,~). Then by definition, 
co  f = E j= I  Tjaj, where Tj • A(~), aj • X. Since (Z, Y) • Int(~), we have Tj • [Z, Y], and in 
particular Tjaj E Y, for all j ___ 1. Moreover by (87) 
Therefore, it follows 
IITjajlly ~ IITjlItx,Y) " Ilajllx 
c.  117jll~" I laj l lx. 
oo  (x) 
IlfllY ~ ~ IITyayllY ~ c. ~ IITjlI~" Ilayllx < ~.  
j= l  j= l  
Since Y is a Banach space, and by definition of the orbit, we obtain 
that is to say 
f • Y and IlfllY ~ c. Llfllo~b(X,~), 
Orb(X, ~) ¢-~ Y. (93) 
For the converse implication, we now assume that (93) holds. For proving that (X, Y) E Int(~) 
it suffices by (34) to show that S(a) E [X,Y]. Let f • X. Since S(o-) • AI(~), we have 
S(o-)f • Orb(f,~) and therefore S(o-)f • Orb(X,~). By (93) it follows S(o-)f • Y. Moreover, 
IIS(o-)fllY <_ c. IIS(o-)fllOrb(X,~) 
_< c.  IIS(o-)ll~" I l f l ix = c.  I l f l lx,  
yielding S(o-) • [X, Y]. | 
In particular, we obtain by Theorem 6, Corollary 6 and (85): 
COROLLARY 7. For any r.i. space X ~-~ AX0 + AX1 we have 
X • Int(Y-~) ~ X -~ Orb(X, ~--5) (94) 
X '~ SO(X ,  O'D) (95) 
X ~- KO(X,-5-~). (96) 
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